Gen Z Journal:
Mental Health
Do you recognise yourself?
I certainly do. The world interlinks
our worlds together. We have to
meet certain standards, which may
be hard to accomplish.
A simple message (How are you?)
is sometimes all we need, to get
through our day.
I am someone that wants people to
know that being strong and carrying
on is my main prerogative. You can
move ahead knowing that someone
has overcome what you have.
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Title is needed to
explain what is
happening

Highlights something we
do not think about
very much.

Nice to say.
Quite random comment.
Makes you think of the
meaning behind it.

Ironic.
The rainbow connects
to young children,
homosexuality and
happiness.

Love the idea of
visualising how the
society wants to make
us the same.

Expressing
pure emotions
that will empower
someone to handle
challenges is very
impactful.

Controversial
because actually
we are not the same.
instead we have different DNA,
mothers, fathers, fingerprints.
We are only subjected to the
same media.

Maybe not have the
thorns. Instead use
dried up wilting roses.

Diagram displays
broken pieces. Maybe
the frame was ripped
and the cellotape
helped fix it.

The cellotape is
incredible.

Good choice
of different
handwriting.

The singular phrases
are very potent.
They stand out and
make you think.

Defining some moods.
How they arouse. Happy
& sad do not actually
express how one is
feeling.
Add quotes that help
you look forward to the
future.

What mental health
means to them.
Explaining the
seriousness of mental
health.

Have different views
of the same mental
health and make a
collage out of the
phrases.
Use colours
symbolically to denote
different emotions.

Handwritten font for a
personal, intimate feel.

Maybe having just one
page with this question?

Highlight this question.
It makes an individual
know you care.

Relatable using Bible
Highlighting the
verses. Church keeps
‘Overcomer’ indicates saying we don’t need
you can conquer
to feel this; God just
anything!
wants to be there
for you. Highlighting
God’s presence
Perhaps have a page to makes you aware
indicate ‘there is hope’. of the support you
You are not hopeless.
have.
Rhetorical questions it makes you want to
believe something more.

You are the choice
for others which is
great. Expressing the
challenging stuff
that most people
do not talk about.

Different
pieces of
a puzzle
are needed
to complete
the
picture.

Large letters convey
the message but do not
need capital letters.
Idea evolving around an
overcomer.
No lines indicating what
they are for; just there
around the picture.

Place the titles in
different areas, around
the page. Not just at the
top and bottom.

Everyone knows that
children cry but maybe
highlighting what makes
us cry?
Advice to speak up.
Highlight the reality.
‘WE CANNOT READ
MINDS!’
Maybe change the
concept of having
a small phrase
surrounded by
uncomfortable objects?
The boxes are a bit
confusing. But show
how closed in people
feel. Feeling trapped.

Alongside different
suggestions from
different people
include photos or
names of the people
to make them more
personal.

The full stop
indicates the sense
of urgency and
importance.

Dramatising the title is
making it perhaps look
smudged.

Placing various different
names in the person’s
head will work better.
We are all in this
together.

Good reminder that
men are affected too!

Or:
‘We are all one
in Christ Jesus’
Bible Verse.
Bringing in statistics is
more poignant as we
hardly think of how
men handle mental
health.

Although mental health
has put a lot of weight
on a person brightening
it up helps us look at
the positives.

Mental wellbeing is
just as if not more
important than physical
wellbeing.
Speaking about what
The Gr@nd do.

